
Your Strategy for Success



You should get more from your agent than 
just sign in the yard and a MLS listing. 

Take a fast look at 21st century technology
that will give your listing the most

exposure and make the selling
process so much easier!



What I will do for you
“Not only I am going to add your listing to 

other websites, I will also be building a new 
website dedicated to just your listing!”

“Not only I am going to add your listing to 
other websites, I will also be building a new 

website dedicated to just your listing!”

Don’t just settle for having your listing
added to different websites. Your listing

deserves it’s own website! 

Don’t just settle for having your listing
added to different websites. Your listing

deserves it’s own website! 



Designed to Capture
More Buyers with Squeeze

Page Links!



Virtual Tours Built to Engage!

I will build a virtual tour designed to 
engage the buyer FROM the tour, 

keeping the buyer exclusively
concentrated on your listing !

I will build a virtual tour designed to 
engage the buyer FROM the tour, 

keeping the buyer exclusively
concentrated on your listing !



Virtual Tour Options
Buyer engaging “Theater” theme

HD “Full Screen” theme 
with high resolution photos”

Both have optional links to squeeze pages
and custom links that you can add



Feature Your Listings on TV

As seen on



The Only Television Based Home 
Search in the US!

12 Million Roku Users and Growing!

TV Listings Featured Only Through

The Only Television Based Home 
Search in the US!

12 Million Roku Users and Growing!

TV Listings Featured Only Through

“I like the fact that we can search homes from the comfort of our living room
on our 65" HDTV with the whole family watching and chiming in. It's a
completely different (I would say better) experience than browsing homes
on a website or mobile device.” - RokuChannelGuide.com

“I like the fact that we can search homes from the comfort of our living room
on our 65" HDTV with the whole family watching and chiming in. It's a
completely different (I would say better) experience than browsing homes
on a website or mobile device.” - RokuChannelGuide.com



YouTube Video

I will produce and publish a YouTube 
video dedicated to your listing!

I will produce and publish a YouTube 
video dedicated to your listing!



Social Media Sharing

Broadcast your listing to 
your entire social media 

circle within seconds!

Broadcast your listing to 
your entire social media 

circle within seconds!





What are we going to do to capture and deal with “drive by” traffic?



Mobile Device Home Tours

Instant photos, video, and
details within seconds!

I will create a home tour 
designed for mobile devices 
that will be sent to a “drive 

by” prospect within seconds!

I will create a home tour 
designed for mobile devices 
that will be sent to a “drive 

by” prospect within seconds!

“Why not keep your home open 24 
hours a day 7 days a week?”



“It’s like having a open house 
24 hours per day, 7 days a 

week!”

“It’s like having a open house 
24 hours per day, 7 days a 

week!”

I will instantly receive the buyer lead
and immediately follow up on interest!

“This beats nosey neighbors 
taking our paper flyers! We 

love that it captures the phone 
numbers of all lookers!”

“This beats nosey neighbors 
taking our paper flyers! We 

love that it captures the phone 
numbers of all lookers!”

“We can now virtually show our 
home to all interested parties. 

However only physically show it 
to serious buyers who have 

already previewed it virtually!”

“We can now virtually show our 
home to all interested parties. 

However only physically show it 
to serious buyers who have 

already previewed it virtually!”



Print Flyers Designed For Mobile Devices

100 Regency Place
Lake Mary, FL 32746
$850,000



Don’t Settle!  

Why settle for the agent that is only going to put a 
sign in your yard and just input your listing into the 

MLS? 

“Buyers today are more inclined to 
first look at listings that have virtual 

tours, videos, text message 
marketing, etc. It just makes the 

listing stand out and gives the vibe 
that it’s a “must see” property.

“Most agents don’t spend the time or extra 
expense to give their clients the marketing

that they deserve.  In today’s age of 
information instant quality data is crucial.”

“An agent utilizing the most up to date 
marketing technology always trumps those 
that don’t no matter how many “years in the 

business” they might have .”



Today’s Decisions Make Tomorrow’s Outcomes!


